GRANBOARD3s

World
share

GRANBOARD is an electronic darts board linked to the world's first app born
in Japan. Currently played in 65 countries around the world and has an
overwhelming global market share and number of users. GRAN BOARD is a
world standard home board that Japan is proud of.

“The Best quality home use dart board" has evolved

-The latest GRANBOARD pro-model with LED features.

into the next stage.

-The LED interlinked with app and has various scenarios such

GRANBOARD 3s, which has been improved, will be released

as hit, award video, etc.

without changing the existing functions.

-“LED GRAN MAT” and “HUE” by Phillips (both sold separately)
allow you to create an attractive dynamic darts environment at

【The points of evolution are the three “s”】

home.

1. The [silence] has evolved

-Online match “GRAN ONLINE PLAY” is available.

Silence is always required for home use dart boards.

-Superb noise reduction design.

Improved shock absorbers and structure help to achieve the

-Built-in outer sensor with adjustable sensitivity (via

number one silence as an electronic dart board.

GRANBOARD app).
-Energy efficient design with Bluetooth 4.0 (runs 3-6 months

2. [Sensor] reliability has evolved

with 2 AA batteries).

Prevents false reactions by improving the sensor sheet

-Most parts are replaceable (sold separately).

material. In addition, by registering the outboard with two

-Stylish round form body made of solid ABS material.

sensors, it prevents the false reaction and supports a

-Compatible with the plastic bracket (sold separately).

smooth game by registering the out reliably.
Product Dimensions: H 22.2in x W 22.2in x D 1.6in, Weight
3. [Segment] quality has evolved

6.6lbs

New molds have been created to improve segment and

Package Dimensions: 23.6in x 23.6in x 2.6in

spider quality. Not only the comfort dart sticking but also the

Carton Dimensions(5 boards): 24.4in x 24.2in x 13.3in, 44lbs

durability.

* To use the LED function, a micro USB adapter that can supply power of 1.5
amperes or more (recommended 2.4 amperes) is required. (Not included with
this product.)

The points of evolution are the three “s”
GRANBOARD 3s, which has been improved,
will be released without changing the existing functions.

Spider&NumberRing
The outer area is made thicker,
making it easier to stick and
improve strength.

sponge
Uses high-density sponge
for improved noise
reduction.

■point2 / Segment
■point1 / Sensor
Outboard is judged by two
sensors. Supports smooth
game progress by preventing
false reactions and reliably
determining outs.

By starting from rebuilding the mold to
improve segment and spider quality,
ease of sticking and bit durability have
been improved. The mirror finish on the
side of the segment allows for smooth
movement and minimizes stacking.

■point3 / Silent
Adopts a new shock absorbing silent
mat. Also, by improving the basic
structure and each part, the quietness
of home electronic dart board No.1 is
realized.

